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A NOTE ON SOBOLEV ALGEBRAS

ROBERT S. STRICHARTZ1

Abstract. Sufficient conditions are given for the Sobolev space

Ll= {/GL^CE") :5:-I(7(£Mi))e.Z>}toform an algebra under point-
wise multiplication, when 1 â£ë2. The conditions are verified for

some examples.

In a previous work [6] we showed that the Sobolev space Lva

= {fEL»(En): i-1 (/(£) ( 1 +1 £|2)«'2) Ei>} forms an algebra under

pointwise multiplication for 1 <p< =o provided a>n/p. The condi-

tion a>n/p is exactly what is required to have the containment

LpaÇzLai. Thus it is reasonable to conjecture that for a wide class of

weight functions w(£) (replacing (1 + |£| 2)"/2), the space L£,

= {/G¿p(£n):3:"1(/(^)w©)G¿p} should form an algebra provided

LVWÇ^L™. This has been established by Bagby [l ] for weight functions

of the form w(£) = (1 +¿£1+ XX2 £?)" by generalizing our methods in

[6]. The intricacy of his proof, however, indicates that other methods

should be sought to handle more general weight functions, such as

(i) ^) = {i + tim'J,

mi, • • • ,mn positive integers, considered in Sadosky and Cotlar [4].

In this note we give such a method which works in the case 1 ̂ p

¿2. Since we require L^ÇIA, the space of Fourier transforms of Lx

functions, there does not seem to be an extension to p > 2.

Denote by Mp the space of L' multipliers; Mp— {m(Ç)EL°°(En):

í~'(?«(£)/(£)) is a bounded operator on Lp\ equipped with the

operator norm.

Theorem. Let í^p¿2. Assume

(a) MT^GMpTM,",

(b) sup,||w(£)/(w(£-7j)+w(ij)):Afp|| =M< <*.

Then Lvw is an algebra under pointwise multiplication.

Proof. Let /, gELvw. We must show that SF-1^ * g(£)w(£;))EL*.

If we write a(£, 77) =w{¡~)/(wQ~—ri) -\-w{r¡)) we have
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(2)

sr»(/* |(öw(ö) = ^(//tt - iïîKiMé. ií)w(ií) ¿i»)

+ SF-( J"/(S - u)l(i»)o(í, i?)w({ - v)dÀ

'P

We show that each term separately is in Lp.

Note that w~xÇLLv implies trivially that L„QA, in other words

/, gELK Thus

I ̂  ( 1^ ~ MM'G' v)w^ ~ v) dv) I

á f NSF-^C/C« - i?Mi - flMi, *))||p I l(i») I dv

g Af||/:z:|| |||||t

by assumption (b). To handle the other term in (2) we make a change

of variable 77—»-Ç—77 and repeat the argument interchanging/ and g.

Q.E.D.
Let us show that all functions of the form (1) with a>0 satisfy

condition (b). Condition (a) is satisfied provided «>(2p)_1^"„1 mjl

(see [4]), when LIQL".

By the Marcinkiewicz multiplier theorem (see [2], [3], or [5])

(b) will follow if we can show

(3) \{D\a{í, v) I   ÛM

for all multi-indices a = (ai, ■ ■ • , a„) such that a,- = 0 or 1. This may

be established by straightforward but tedious estimates using the

elementary inequality

(4) ± ir á M max Í ± fo - „/"', ± „H

if M^2Sm>+1,j = l, ••-,«.
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